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Abstract 

Research project “Evaluation of naturally weathered load-bearing wooden compo-
nents without ground contact, treated with wood preservatives” 
 

Wood protection of joinery against wood-destroying fungi or insects is regulated in DIN 

68800 “Wood protection.” In general, this series of standards requires structural wood 

preservation measures and, if necessary, the use of wood preservatives. 

 

The aim of the research project was to assess the usability of this standard when applied to 

originally unprotected timber structures. The main questions were (i) do contractors comply 

with the standard (ii) if not, are the guidelines feasible in the first place and (iii) are the cur-

rent regulations sufficient for these kinds of wood constructions. 

 

For that purpose, numerous objects – essentially 66 timber towers fully exposed to weather – 

were inspected and additionally assessed on the basis of the documentation of the opera-

tors. 

 

As a general result, only about 50% of the examined objects had been treated with wood 

preservatives. However, according to DIN 68800 a larger fraction should have been chemi-

cally treated because most of the load-bearing components were made of slightly or only 

moderately durable wood and were fully exposed to weather. 

 

The treatment with wood preservatives could usually not prevent fungi-induced damage over 

a long term. The reason therefore is that unprotected zones became exposed for contact 

with water and fungal spores due to shrinkage checks, eventually leading to germination and 

ultimately to infestation by wood-destructing fungi. 

 

It is worth mentioning that also horizontal or tilted wooden components with insufficient cov-

ering became moist inside. 

 

Relatively new components with projecting covering show no signs of damage so far. How-

ever, these timber towers are relatively young compared to other so that a final assessment 

of the effectiveness of this constructional feature is not possible at the moment.  

 

The study shows that wooden structural elements can be protected against wood-destroying 

fungi over a long time as it is required by DIN 68800-2:2012-02 for high-rising structures. 


